Literature List - Facilitation in Project and Conflict Management
MX0148. January 18 – March 23, 2021

**Note:** changes in the literature list may occur. The course does not have a course book that you need to buy in advance. All literature will be available in the course CANVAS page once the course starts. If you have any questions regarding the literature or other course related questions please contact camilo.calderon@slu.se

**Types of readings**

The literature list is structured with readings for the different course weeks (CW). The list is divided in Required Readings (RR) and Supplementary Readings (SR). Detailed reading instructions will be provided at the beginning of the course.

**RR - Required Readings** are texts that you have to read. They contain main concepts and theories presented during the course lectures. They will help you prepare for and further develop your knowledge on the lectures, workshops and assignments of the CW.

**SR - Supplementary Readings** are texts provided for expanding your understanding of a theory, concept or topic of a CW. These are mainly texts that use such concepts or theories in specific cases or situations. They are also texts that contain related concepts or theories to the ones presented in the course lectures. Supplementary Readings are optional but they are very valuable as a basis for assignments and your home exam as it will help you to strengthen your arguments. **It is recommended to skim through all of the SR and choose a few that can be useful for your assignments.**

**Literature list**

**RR literature seminar - CW 1 (group reading following reading instructions for literature seminars)**


**Supplementary readings - CW 1**


RR literature seminar - CW 2 (group reading following reading instructions for literature seminars)


Supplementary readings - CW 2

[For Camilo Calderon’s 28/01]


[For the whole CW]


RR during CW 1 and CW2 for Home Exam Part 1 (individual reading see instructions for Home Exam Part 1)


Required readings for project work - CW 3, 4, 5 and 6 (group reading in PW teams)

Note: These are texts that can help you during the group project work. You are not expected to read all of these texts. You are expected to scan through all of them and identify the ones that are more relevant to your group work and the real work case that you will investigate. You are expected to use some of these texts as a reference to your investigation and in the report. You are also encouraged to use all RRs and SRs during your project work.

Texts useful for investigation of real world case


**Texts useful for reflection of team work**


**Required readings during CW 7 for lectures and workshops in CW 8 (individual reading)**


**Supplementary readings - during CW 7 for lectures and workshops in CW 8**


